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The person you meet once in your lifetime that fate has brought to you! 
This person you call your soulmate. 
The year 2006, your soulmate is secretly creeping up on you… 

What if my other half is really living somewhere out there; will I be able to notice them? 
It is a question that can be asked by anyone who is in their marital age. 
A time when matchmaking agencies are flooded with people! 
Try re-identifying the true meaning of marriage and love while watching 6 couples live the same life that 
you’re living in. 

 
We will show you everything you need to know in the love game! 
 
is a sitcom young adults and adults can enjoy. Members of all age groups can enjoy it, and benefit from its 
honest and ongoing talk about love. It gives its viewers some final answers to the “love game” questions and 

presents confusing issues in a way that everyone can understand. 
The drama will tell you everything you’ve always wanted to know, from spending a night with a guy you 
don’t like, to how to completely win over a guys heart; and much more!! 

It spills out all the secrets of the love game. 
 
“It is easier to stir up a women’s hear than to drink wine.” 

Dong-wook, a playboy who no one can even dare to follow. 
“My boyfriend of 5 years!! He is definitely my soulmate!!” 

Soo-kyung, a girl who only looks at one man like a sunflower; a perfect, pure hearted character. 
Two people who have never seen each other, and who live on the opposite sides of the world from each other 
live and love in their own way, but from some point on they start to move towards the same dream and feel 
the same physiological feelings. 
Two people who have met by fate in a world full of mixed up fates. 
Now, the most amazing things, which no one could have ever thought of, start to unfold between the two. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Dong-wook (Playboy - Shin Dong-wook)  
He is a professional music coordinator with remarkable seduction skills but 
always skeptical about love. 



 

Soo-kyung (Reckless imaginary woman - Lee Soo-kyung)  
She is always reckless and fickle about with unnecessary things, but strongly 
believes in her own destiny.  

 

Phillip (Seduced playboy - Choi Phillip) 
He has loved Soo-kyung for 5 years but feels destined to be with Min-ae.  

 

Yu-jin (Cute fickle lady - Sa Kang)  
A fickle co-worker of Soo-kyung’s who is very eager to get married. 

 

Rye Hei (Generous cool guy - Otani Rye Hei)  
A stylish fashion model from Japan, he is understanding enough to take his 
girlfriend, Min-ae as she is, even though she is very liberal about dating. 

 

Min-ae (Art of seduction - Jang Mi In Ae)  
She is a sexy and elegant playgirl who is loved by every guy. She is a 
successful English teacher and roommate of Yu-jin. She always takes the 
initiative in dating and relationships. 

 

Jung Hwan (Master of playboys - Jung Hwan)  



 
 

He is a trainer in a fitness club and senior of Rye Hei. He knows how to enjoy 
love and dating although seduction is his only goal in life. 

 

Mi-jin (An older lady who is still waiting for her true love - Kim Mi-
jin)  
She is an older single lady and the boss at Soo-kyung and Yu-jin’s company. 

She pretends not to believe in love but is still waiting for her prince. 


